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FACULTY/STAFF CONYOCATION 
AUG UST 12, 2003 
WELCOME, COLLEAGUES, ESPECIALLY NEW FACULTY AND STAFF. LET'S 
ALL WELCOME OUR NEW COLLEAGUES. 
TO PUT THINGS IN PERSPECTIVE AT THE OUTSET TH IS MORNING, LET ME 
SHARE WITH YOU THE STORY OF THREE BOYS TALKING IN A SCHOOL YARD 
ABOUT THHR FATHERS, ONE OF WHICH IS A POET, ONE A SINGER, AND ONE A 
PREACHER. TH E FIRST BOY SAYS "MY DAD SCRIBBLES A FEW WORDS ON A 
PLECE OF PAPER, HE CA LLS IT A POEM, AND THEY GIVE HIM $50" THE SECOND 
BOY SAYS "B IG DEAL. MY DAD SCRIBBLES A FEW WORDS ON A PLECE OF PAPER, 
HE CALLS IT A SONG, AND THEY GIVE HIM $ 100." THE THIRD BOY SAYS, "I GOT 
YOU BOTH BEAT. MY DAD SCRIBBLES A FEW WORDS ON A prECE OF PAPER, HE 
CA LLS IT A SERMON, AND IT TAKES EIGHT PEOPLE TO COLLECT ALL THE 
MONEY" 
WHILE THIS ANNUAL OPPORTUN ITY TO SHARE A FEW MOMENTS WITH 
YOU TH.IS MORNING IS NOT INTENDED TO BE A SERMON. IT IS CERTAINLY NOT A 
POEM ORA SONG AND, CONTRARY TO MY REPUTATIO ,WE WON'T BE TAKlNG 
UP A COLLECTION! BUT THERE IS MUCH TO SHARE WITH YOU. 
I LEAD WITH THE OLD "WHAT DLD YOU DO OVER THE SUMMER?" THEME. 
TO THOSE OF YOU WHO SPENT SOME TlMEAWAY THIS SUMMER, I HOPE YOU 
CAME BACK WELL RESTED, UP TO SPEED IN YOUR DlSClPUNE, AND READY TO 
TACKLE A NEW ACADEMIC YEAR. TO THOSE OF YOU WHO WERE HERE, I KNOW 
WHAT MANY OF YOU HAVE BEEN DOING BECAUSE THE CAMPUS HAS BEEN A 
BUSY PLACE THIS SUMMER. AS FOR ME, BETWEEN ENJOYING SOME FICTION BY 
PAT CONROY AND NELSON DEMILLE, I R.EAD THE BOOK WHICH DR. BURCH IS 
ClRCULA TING TO MANY OF US CALLED "EDUCATING CITIZENS: PR.EP ARlNG 
AMERICA'S UNDERGRADUATES FOR LIVES OF MORAL AND CIVIC 
RESPONSIBILITY " THAT BOOK CONTAINS THE ESSENCE OF THE R.EMAR.KS I 
SHALL MAKE IN A FEW MINUTES. 
I SPENT SOME TrME THIS SUMMER REFLECTING ON OUR PROGR.ESS AS A 
UNIVERSITY, WITH PARTICULAR R.EFLECTION ON WHAT WAS A REMARKABLE 
2002-2003 YEAR AT WESTERN. I THOUGHT ABOUT THE SUPR.EME COURT 
DECISION ON THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AFFlRMATlVE ACTION CASES AND 
TALKED WITH A NUMBER OF COLLEAGUES ABOUT THOSE CASES. I ALSO TOOK 
SOME TrME TO GET UP TO SPEED WITH THE SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS UNDER WAY 
ACROSS OUR CAMPUS TO PR.EP ARE FOR OUR SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION OF 
COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS (SACS) ACCR.EDITATION AND R.EAFFIR.MATION 
PROCESS, A THREE-YEAR JOUR.NEY WHICH IS WELL UNDER WAY 
STRATEGIC PLAN 
I WANT TO BEGIN WITH SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT OUR CAMPUS 
STRATEGIC PLAN. THE CHALLENGfNG THE SPfRITWKU STRATEGIC PLAN 
CONTINUES TO BE A DYNAMIC AND EVOLVING ROAD MAP TO MEASUR.E OUR 
PROGRESS, GUIDE US THROUGH OUR TRANSFOR.MATION AS A UNlVERSITY, AND 
CHART OUR COLLECTIVE FUTURES IN THE LIFE OF WESTERN KENTUCKY 
UNIVERSITY I KNOW THAT MANY OF YOU, WHEN YOU GET THAT E-MAIL FROM 
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JIM FLYNN ABOUT STRATEG[CPLAN UPDATES, MOAN AND WONDER HOW 
COULD THE TIME POSSIBLY HAVE PASSED SrNCE I JUST DID ONE OF THOS E? BUT 
THE METHOD WE HAVE CREATED FOR OURSELVES [S VALID; IT IS EASY FOR US 
TO TRACK INTERNALLY AND FOR OUR EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS TO FOLLOW. 
I WON'T TAKE THE TIME THIS MORNING TO GO THROUGH THE VARlOUS 
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ELEM ENTS OF THE PLANNING PROCESS; 
RATHER, LET ME TALK PH ILOSOPHICA LLY FOR A MOMENT ABOUT SOME 
PERSPECTIVES, AS I SEE THEM, WHICH RELATE TO OUR INSTITUTIONAL PLAN. 
AS YOU WELL KNOW, THE MANY rNlTIATIVES INCLUDED IN OUR PLANNING 
PROCESS AFFECT TH E COMPLEX, YET DELICATE, BALANCES IN THE LIFE OF A 
UNIVERSITY 
I AM OFTEN ASKED WITH ALL THAT WE HAVE GOING ON AT WESTERN, 
"WHAT ARE THE UNIVERSITY'S PRIOR[TIES?" THOSE PRIORITIES, FROM MY 
PERSPECTlVE, CAN BE SUMMED UP IN TWO OVERARCHING THEMES. THE FIRST 
[S THE URGE I FEEL TO ENSURE AND ENHANCE [NCREASrNGLY RELEVANT 
ACADEMIC PROGRAM S. BY ENHANCE, I MEAN THAT [AM CONSUMED WITH 
FINDrNG WAYS TO ENHANCE YOUR CAPACITY AS FACULTY AND STAFF rN YOUR 
RESPECTlVE DISCIPLrNES OR JOB DESCRIPTIONS- ENHANCED COMPENSATION, 
ENHANCED MONEY FROM PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SOURCES, ENHANCED 
CAPAC[TY FROM STATE AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS, ENHANCED STUDENT 
SUPPORT AND SCHOLARSHIPS, AND ENHANCED PHYSICAL SURROUNDrNGS. I 
CANNOT DO MUCH TO ENHANCE YOUR SPECIFIC ACADEMIC OR 
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ADMlNlSTRATIVE ACTIVITY, SO WHAT CAN I DO TO ENHANCE YOUR 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUCCESS? 
RELEVANCY TO ME MEANS TO FOCUS ON WHAT WE'RE DOING TO 
PROVIDE ECONOMIC PROSPERITY FOR OUR REGION, TO HELP ENSURE A HIGHER 
QUALITY OF LIFE FOR THOSE WHO LIVE IN THIS PART OF KENTUCKY, AND TO 
SUPPORT THE STATE'S AGENDA FOR IMPROVED LIVES FOR KENTUCKlANS . THIS, 
OF COURSE, CAUSES ME TO FOCUS MORE ON SOME DISCIPLINES THAN OTHERS, 
AND IT CAUSES ME TO ELABORATE A BIT MORE ON MY PH ILOSOPHY OF A 
COMPREHENSIVE UNIVERSITY, A PHILOSOPHY WHICH HAS SHAPED SEVERAL OF 
MY COMMENTS THIS MORNING. 
IN MY OPINION, COMPREHE SIVE UNIVERSITIES ARE A NEW GENERATION 
OF LAND GRANT INSTITUTIONS, ALTHOUGH MY THINK1NG IS NOT SHAPED BY 
SOME NEW PIECE OF LEGISLATION OUT OF WASH INGTON. THERE IS AN 
EVOLVING RESPONSIBILITY FOR APPLIED RESEARCH AT THE UNDERGRADUATE 
AND MASTER'S LEVEL AT COMPREHENSIVE UNIVERSITIES. MORE AND MORE, 
WE ARE BECOMING TECHNOLOGY DRIVEN AND NEW ECONOMY FOCUSED. WE 
HAVE A GROWING RESPONSIBILITY TO IDENTIFY AND SOLVE PROBLEMS IN OUR 
REGION, TO HELP BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY IN OUR REGION ADDRESS THE 
CHA LLENGES WHICH AFFECT ALL OF OUR LIVES. I'LL BE WORKlNG WITH TOM 
LA YZELL AT CPE AND THE OTHER PRESIDENTS THIS YEAR TO HELP REDEFINE 
THE DEFINITION OF THE COMPREHENSIVE UNIVERSITY IN KENTUCKY OUR 
LANGUAGE AT WESTERN WILL BE DISTINCTIVE, AND IT WILL BE RELEVANT. 
MANY OF YOU ARE DRIVEN BY THIS YET UNWRITTEN BUT GROWING 
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RESPONSIBILITY, PARTICULARLY THOSE OF YOU IN OGDEN COLLEGE OF 
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING, THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND BEHAVIORAL 
SCIENCES, THE NEW COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, AND OUR 
GORDON FORD COLLEGE OF BUSINESS. AT THE SAME TIM E, HOWEVER, SOME OF 
THE DEEPEST IMPRESSIONS WHICH OUR FACULTY LEAVE WITH ME ON A DAILY 
BASIS COME FROM OUR F ACUL TY IN THE LIBERAL ARTS. 
I READ A GREAT ARTICLE IN THE NEW YORK TIMES THIS SUMMER CALLED 
RECONCILING THE LiBERAL ARTS AND THE BOTTOM LINE BY SARA RIMER. IN IT 
SHE QUOTED JAMES O. FREEDMAN, THE RETIRED PRES lDENT OF DARTMOUTH 
COLLEGE, WHO HAS PUBLISHED A BOOK WHICH DEFENDS THE RELEVANCE OF 
THE LlBERAL ARTS IN EDUCATION. IT MADE ME THINK THAT THE MORE I AND 
OTHER EDUCATORS TALK ABOUT APPLIED RESEARCH, THE NEW ECONOMY, 
TECHNOLOGY, AND THE PRACTICAL ELEMENTS OF EDUCATION- WHICH, I 
BELIEVE, IS FUNDAMENTAL TO A COMPREHENSIVE UNIVERS ITY- THE MORE I 
FIND WHAT WE DO IN THE LlBERAL ARTS TO BE SO IMPORTANT. DR. FREEDMAN 
REMINDED ME, AND I'M SURE MANY OTHER READERS, THAT A "LlBERAL 
EDUCATION IS WHAT TEACHES PEOPLE HOW TO WRITE AND HOW TO THINK AND 
MAKES THEM MUCH MORE VALUABLE IN THE JOB MARKET OVER A 40-YEAR 
CAREER, THAN GRADUATES OF A PROFESSIONAL SPECIFIC PROGRAM. 
EMPLOYERS WILL TELL YOU THEY ARE SEEKING THE FLEXIBILITY OF MIND 
THAT A LIBERAL EDUCA nON ENDUES. LIFE IS UNPREDICTABLE AND FULL OF 
DISAPPOINTMENT," DR. FREEDMAN WRITES, "THE BREAKUP OF MARRIAGES, 
THEFT, DEATH OF LOVED ONES, ENDURING ILLNESS. IN SUCH A WORLD, HOW 
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COULD ONE LEAD A REAL LIFE? THAT IS A QUESTION THAT A LIBERAL 
EDUCATION ADDRESSES," HE SAYS. THAT'S WHY I SENT A NOTE TO DEAN LEE 
THIS SUMMER WANTING TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW MUCH WE ARE 
REQUIRING READING AND WRITING SKILLS ACROSS OUR CURRICULUM AND 
WHY I CONTINUE TO CREATE OPPORTUNlTIES TO LEARN MORE ABOUT WHAT 
OUR FACULTY AND STUDENTS IN ENGLISH, HISTORY, THEATRE AND DANCE, 
MUSIC, ART, AND COMMVN[CA TION ARE DOING WITH THElR PROFESSIONAL 
LIVES. I AM rMPRESSED WITH THE SPECIFIC SKILLS OUR STUDENTS LEARN IN 
ENGLISH 100, 200, AND 300. THE MORE I KNOW WHAT YOU ARE DOING, THE 
MORE I CAN SEEK WAYS TO ENHANCE WHAT YOU'RE DOING AND SEEK 
RELEVANCY IN WHAT WE AS A UNIVERS ITY COMMUNITY ARE ABOUT. 
THE SECOND THEME WHICH I DESCRIBE FOR PEOPLE WHEN THEY ASK 
ABOUT OUR PRIORITIES [S THE PHYSICAL TRANSFORMATION OF OUR CAMPUS. 
KNOW MANY OF YOU THINK WE'RE SPENDING AN AWFUL LOT OF MONEY ON 
OUR BU[LDINGS AND GROUNDS, AND WE ARE. SOME OF YOU PERHAPS THINK 
WE'RE SPENDING TOO MUCH MONEY FRANKLY, HOWEVER, I TAKE SOME 
SATISFACTION WHEN I CAN HELP CHANGE THE CRIES AMONG YOU RELATED TO 
FACILITIES DETERIORA TIO AND UNPLEASANT SURROUNDINGS. OUR PHYS ICAL 
ENVIRONMENT IS rMPORTANT, AND IT IS CHANGING FOR THE BETTER. 
WITH ALL THAT WE HAVE DONE OVER THE LAST FEW YEARS AND ARE 
DOING AT THE PRESENT TrME, WE STlLL HA VE, HOWEVER, A VERY LONG WAY 
TO GO. I DON'T NEED TO TELL SOME OF YOU THAT WE STILL HA VE AT LEAST 
THREE "SICK" BUILDINGS. WE STILL HAVE DETERIORATED INFRASTRUCTURE IN 
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MANY OF OUR BUILDINGS AND CLASSROOMS. WE STILL HAVE OUTDATED 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, AIR HANDLING UNlTS, ROOFS, AND OTHER KEY 
PHYSICAL ELEMENTS THROUGHOUT THIS CAMPUS. 
AS I SUGGESTED A MOMENT AGO, THERE IS NOT MUCH I CAN DO TO HELP 
YOU TEACH AND CONDUCT RESEARCH AND PUBLIC SERVICE IN YOUR 
DISCIPLINE EXCEPT STRENGTHEN YOUR CAPACITY TO DO SO BY lMPROVING 
YOUR WORKING ENVIRONMENT. FOR AS LONG AS I AM IN THIS JOB (WHICH, BY 
THE WAY, I HOPE IS A VERY LONG T IM E), I AM GOING TO DO ALL I CAN TO 
STRENGTHEN AND IMPROVE THIS CAM PUS SO THAT YOU HA VE AN ENJOYABLE, 
PLEASANT, COMFORTABLE, AND RELEVANT PLACE IN WHICH TO WORK. I'M 
GOING TO DO ALL r CAN TO HELP RESTORE THE ARCHITECTURAL AND 
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF THIS CAMPUS, TO CREATE NEW AND RENOVATED 
SPACE, TO ADDRESS OUR DEFERRED MAINTENANCE INVENTORY, TO ADDRESS 
PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION NEEDS, TO IMPROVE OUR CLASSROOMS, AND 
CREATE SMART CLASSROOMS AND TO ADDRESS OUR EQUIPMENT NEEDS-
FROM OUR RESIDENCE HALLS TO OUR LABORATORIES. AND IF THE TIME EVER 
COMES WHEN WE HAVE MORE MONEY THAN WE NEED AND OUR BUILDINGS 
AND GROUNDS NEED NO MORE ATTENTION, THEN MA ¥BE I CAN REDEFINE TH IS 
JOB. FRANKLY, HOWEVER, r SEE THAT TAKlNG AT LEAST THE REST OF MY 
PROFESSIONAL CAREER, AND EVEN THEN I EXPECT MY SUCCESSOR WILL 
WONDER WHAT WE WERE DOING FOR THE LAST 15 OR 20 YEARS. 
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ENHANCED AND INCREASINGLY RELEVANT ACADEM IC PROGRAMS AND 
PHYSICAL TRANSFORMATION OF THE CAMPUS- EVERYTHING ELSE WE ARE 
DOING IS A MEANS TO THESE TWO ENDS. 
ONE LAST THOUGHT ABOUT OUR STRATEGIC PLAN. THINK OF IT AS A 
MOVING TRAIN AND OUR VISION IS THE ENG INE OF THAT TRAIN. OUR 
STRATEGIC PLAN IS BOTH AN IDEA AND A TOOL FOR MEASUREMENT. IT 
CONVEYS A FORCEFUL MOMENTUM THAT IS SENSIBLE, UNSTOPPAB LE, AND 
IMPLACABLE IN ITS UNAMBIGUOUS DIRECTION. THIS PLAN IS NOT AN EXERCISE 
IN JOURNALISM. IT IS AN EXERCISE IN CAREFUL, CLEAR, CREATIVE, 
DISCIPLINED THOUGHT. IT PROVIDES A CRITICAL PREMISE FOR SUCCESS THAT 
OUR FACULTY, STAFF, STUDENTS, AND CONSTITUENTS UNDERSTAND, CAN 
COMM IT TO, AND CAN DRAMATIZE TO OTHERS. I WANT OUR VISION 
STATEMENT, OUR MISS ION STATEMENT, AND OUR ENTIRE STRATEGIC PLAN TO 
BE IMPORTANT, BELIEVABLE, DISTINCTIV E, AND MEASURABLE. I WANT THEM 
TO BE STRUCTURED IN SUCH A WAY THAT EVERY DEPARTMENT AND EVERY 
INDIVIDUAL AT WESTERN HAS A RESPONSIBLE ROLE TO PLAY I WANT THEM TO 
BE AN INTEGRAL PART OF ONE'S PERFORMANCE EVALUATION. ALL CAMPUS 
UNITS NEED TO BE LINKED AND MOVING EARNESTLY DOWN THE TRACK IN THE 
SAM E DlRECTION. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, FACILITIES, FINANCE, INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY, ADM ISSIONS, MARKETING, DEVELOPMENT, STUDENT SERVICES, 
AND ATHLETES ALL NEED TO BE LINKED TOGETHER AS CARS ON THIS TRAIN. I 
ALSO KNOW THAT INSTITUTIONS AND DEPARTMENTS DON'T DO ANYTHING. 
PEOPLE DO. THEREFORE, I WANT OUR PLAN TO BE A PLAN THAT IS BUILT ON A 
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CLEAR SENSE OF WHO IS DOING WHAT AND WHEN. OUR RESOURCES MUST BE 
CONSUMED IN WAYS WHICH CAN BE EVALUATED. OTHERWISE, THE PLAN IS 
MEANINGLESS AND LITTLE WILL LIKELY BE ACCOMPLISHED. SUFFICE IT TO 
SA Y THAT I WANT ALL OF US TO THINK DARINGLY AND EXECUTE STEADILY 
AND CONSISTENTLY WE WILL PROGRESS WHILE INSTITUTIONS AROUND US 
STRUGGLE. WE MAY NOT SOLVE EVERY PROBLEM AS TIMELY AS THOSE 
DIRECTLY INVOLVED MIGHT LIKE, BUT, WITH THE RIGHT COMBINATION OF 
PATIENCE AND PERSISTENCE, WE WILL SOLVE MOST OF THEM AND THIS 
UNIVERSITY WILL BE AMONG THE BEST COMPREHENSNE UNNERSITIES IN 
AMERICA. 
BEFORE LEAVING OUR STRATEGIC PLAN, LET ME MENTION ONE THING WE 
ARE GOING TO BE ADDRESSING MORE THIS YEAR. AS WE COMPLETE A FNE-
YEAR CAPITAL CAMPAIGN AND COMPLETE SOME CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS, 
AND PERHAPS REACH A PEAK ON OUR RATE OF ENROLLMENT GROWTH, IT WILL 
BE IMPORTANT THAT WE FOCUS ON AN EFFECTIVE MARKETING PLAN OVER THE 
NEXT FEW YEARS. FOR THE PAST FNE YEARS, MUCH OF OUR PUBLIC 
COMMUNICATION HAS BEEN THE RESULT OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND ACTIONS 
ON OUR PART. WHILE THAT WILL CERTAINLY CONTINUE TO BE THE CASE, WE 
CANNOT ASSUME THAT THE DYNAMICS THAT HAVE BEEN AT WORK IN RECENT 
YEARS WILL CONTINUE WITHOUT CONCENTRATED EFFORT ON OUR PART TO 
SUSTAIN THIS UNfVERSITY AS A PRIORITY IN THE PUBLIC MIND. THE 
TENNESSEE LOTTERY, WHICH WILL OFFER A FINANCIAL INCENTIVE FOR 
TENNESSEE STUDENTS TO REMAIN IN STATE RATHER THAN ATTEND WESTERN, 
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COMES ON LINE IN THE COMING YEAR. FOR-PROFIT COLLEGES AND 
UNIVERSITIES ARE AGGRESSIVELY OFFERING COURSES OVER THE INTERNET 
AND ON-SITE, AND THEY ARE AIMED AT THE SAME STUDENTS WE RECRUIT. THE 
FOCUS OF THE JUST COMPLETED CAPITAL CAMPAIGN HAS PASSED. IF WE ARE 
NOT CAREFUL AND THOUGHTFUL, WE COULD BEGIN TO SEE A REVERSAL OF 
THE TRENDS ON WHICH WE HAVE BECOME DEPENDENT IN RECENT YEARS. WE 
WILL DO OUR BEST TO KEEP THAT FROM HAPPENING. 
A REMARKABLE YEAR 
AT THIS POINT LAST AUGUST, I FOCUSED ON OUR ACHIEVEMENTS OVER 
THE LAST FIVE YEARS, AND I TALKED ABOUT WHAT WE MIGHT EXPECT TO 
ACHIEVE IN THE COMING ACADEMIC YEAR- THE YEAR THAT JUST ENDED SIX 
WEEKS AGO. I CAN'T RESIST TAKING A MOMENT TO RECAP WITH YOU WHAT, IN 
MY OPINION, WAS A REMARKABLE YEAR- MOST OF IT GOOD, SOME OF IT SAD, 
BUT NEVERTHELESS REMARKABLE IN THE LIFE OF TH IS OR ANY INSTITUTION. 
REFLECT WITH ME A MINUTE ON SOME OF THE THINGS THAT WILL WARRANT A 
BIT MORE THAN A FOOTNOTE AS THE HISTORY OF THIS UNIVERSITY IS WRITTEN. 
FIRST, ON JUNE 30, WE COMPLETED THE UNIVERSITY'S FIRST 
COMPREHENSIVE CAPITAL CAMPAIGN AND, RlGHT OFF THE BAT, I'M GOING TO 
BE VAGUE WITH YOU AND REFRAIN FROM ANNOUNCING THE FINAL TALLIES OF 
THAT CAMPAIGN. SUFFICE IT TO SAY THAT TOM HILES AND HIS STAFF AND 
CADRE OF VOLUNTEERS HANDSOMELY PASSED THE $90 MILLION GOAL WHICH 
WAS RAlSED WHEN THE ORlGINAL $78 MILLION GOAL WAS REACHED A YEAR 
AGO. WE WILL CELEBRATE THE DOLLAR TOTALS ON SEPTEMBER 19 AT OUR 
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ANNUAL PRESIDENT'S CIRCLE GALA. LET ME FOCUS WITH YOU HERE ON SOME 
OF THE CAMPAIGN OUTCOMES AND HOW THEY ENHANCED WHAT WE'RE ABOUT 
AS A UNIVERSITY: 27 NEW ENDOWED PROFESSORSHIPS OR CHA IRS WHEN WE 
HAD NONE BEFORE THE CAMPAIGN BEGAN IN 1998; $29 MILLION IN NEW 
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS; A TOTAL ENDOWMENT THAT NOW STANDS AT SOME 
$56 MILLION (IT WAS $16 MILLION WHEN WE STARTED); AND NUMEROUS 
OPERATING ACCOUNTS IN OUR FOUNDATIONS WHICH SUPPORT WHAT YOU DO 
AS FACULTY AND STAFF. THE PEOPLE, PLACES, AND PROGRAMS OF THIS 
UNIVERSITY HAVE BEEN AND WILL FOREVER BE AFFECTED BY THE RESULTS OF 
TH IS CAPITAL CAMPAIGN. OUR FUTURE IS MORE FINANCIALLY SECURE AND 
OUR LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR IS STRONGER PRIOR TO 
1998 WE HAD LITTLE REASON TO SALUTE PRIVATE RESOURCES THAT WILL BE SO 
NECESSARY IN OUR FUTURE. 
SECONDLY, OUR ENROLLMENT GROWTH- WESTERN CONTINUES TO BE 
THE FASTEST GROWING UNIVERSITY IN KENTUCKY I SUSPECT THAT TREND 
WILL APPLY AGAIN THIS FALL. DR. HUGHES, DR. KAHLER, AND OUR 
ADMISSIONS STAFF TELL ME WE'LL END UP SOMEWHERE IN THE LOW TO MID 
18,000 RANGE THIS FALL. OUR ENROLLMENT GROWTH IS LARGELY THE REASON 
WHY WE ENDED UP WITH A NET $ 1.6 MILLION GAIN IN STATE APPROPRIATIONS 
FOR THE CURRENT BIENNTUM, THE BEST BUDGET OUTCOME AMONG THE EIGHT 
UNIVERSITIES, INCLUDING THOSE LARGER THAN WESTERN. OUR ENROLLMENT 
GROWTH, HOWEVER, REMAINS LARGELY UNFUNDED WITH STATE 
APPROPRIA nONS. WE ARE ASSESSING OUR OPTIO S AS WE APPROACH THE 2004 
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LEGISLATIVE SESSION. IF WE GET SUFFICIENT FUNDING TO ENCOURAGE 
FUTURE GROWTH, WE MAY CONTINUE TO GROW BUT AT A LESS AGGRESSIVE 
RATE. IF WE DO NOT GET STATE FUNDING TO SUPPORT OUR GROWTH, WE WlLL 
HAVE IDENTIFIED THOSE CRITERIA ON WHICH WE WILL BECOME MORE 
DEFINITIVE IN OUR SELECTION OF INCOMING STUDENTS AND FOCUS OUR 
LIMITED RESOURCES ON A MORE STABLE ENROLLMENT. WE MUST IDENTIFY 
OUR RANGE OF TOLERANCE FOR GROWTH AND LIM ITED FUNDING. WE HAVE 
DECIDED TO SET A MIN IMUM A.C.T. SCORE OF 18 AND A HIGH SCHOOL G.P.AOF 
2.5 TO BE ADMITTED AS A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE-SEEKlNG STUDENT. WE 
WILL FURTHER UTTLIZE OUR COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOR THOSE WHO DO NOT 
MEET TH ESE STANDARDS. WE MUST REMAIN ACCESSIBLE. 
WHAT A YEAR IT HAS BEEN FOR CAMPUS CONSTRUCTION. AS WE SPEAK 
WE ARE WRAPPING UP SIX CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS . MASS MEDIA AND 
TECHNOLOGY HALL WILL BE ALMOST FINISHED THIS MONTH- AT LEAST WE'RE 
MOVING IN. THIS ONE HAS BEEN FRUSTRATING, BUT WE'RE ALMOST THERE. 
THE PARKING LOT ALONG CREASON DRIVE IS ALMOST FINISHED. BATES-
RUNNER AND BARNES-CAMPBELL HALLS ARE FINISHED AND, IN FACT, 
OCCUPIED. DIDDLE ARENA WILL BE FINISHED NEXT MONTH. PHASE I OF THE 
DOWNING UNIVERSITY CENTER IS NEARLY COMPLETE- A FAST-TRACK PROJECT 
WHICH WAS INITIATED JUST A FEW MONTHS AGO. WHEN YOU GET A MOMENT 
IN TH E NEXT FEW WEEKS, CHECK OUT THE NEW FRESH FOOD COMPANY IN 
DOWNING UNIVERSITY CENTER. IT MAY GIVE YOU A WHOLE NEW TARE ON 
CAMPUS DINING OPTIONS FOR FACULTY AND STAFF. MINTON HALL WTLL BE 
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FINISHED IN DECEMBER. THE RENOVATION OF POLAND HALL GETS UNDER WAY 
IN JANUARY 
ANOTHER POSTSCRJPT ON TH E RECENT PAST, DICK KlRCHMEYERAND HIS 
STAFF IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LED A MARVELOUS EFFORT TO REPLACE 
OUR I2-YEAR-OLD TELEPHONE SYSTEM WITH A NEW STATE-OF-THE-ART 
SYSTEM WHICH INCREASES OUR CAPACITY AS A UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY AND 
ENHANCES THE INCREASINGLY fMPORTANT DEPENDABILITY OF OUR PHONE 
SYSTEM . WE'RE GETTING A LITTLE FANCY HERE. THE OLD DIG ITAL 
TELEPHONES ARE REPLACED. NOW STUDENTS IN OUR RESIDENCE HALLS CAN 
EVEN RECEIVE WAKE UP CALLS. YOUR OFFICE PHONES HAVE SOME NEW 
CAPABILITIES WHICH MAY REQUIRE YOU TO CALL OUR TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
OFFICE FOR CONSULTATIONS. PLEASE DO SO. THE NEW SYSTEMS ALLOW US TO 
ENHANCE CELLULAR TELEPHONE ACCESS, RECEIVE FAX MESSAGES DIRECTLY 
TO YOUR VOICE MAILBOX, AND RECEIVE FAXES AND VOICE MAILS DIRECTLY 
FROM YOUR COMPUTER. THERE WILL BE SEVERAL F ACUL TY AND STAFF 
COMMUNICATIONS IN THE WEEKS AHEAD WH ICH WILL HELP YOU GET UP TO 
SPEED ON OUR NEW SYSTEM. 
THIS PAST YEAR, WHEN YOU CONSIDER OUR 3.7 PERCENT SALARY 
INCREASE, ALONG WITH OUR INCREASE TO THE UNIVERSITY CONTRIBUTION TO 
HEALTH INSURANCE, AND OUR MARKET ADJUSTMENT POOLS FOR FACULTY 
AND STAFF, ONCE AGAIN WE HAD THE HIGHEST RATE OF COMPENSATION 
INCREASES AMONG ALL THE UNIVERSITIES IN OUR STATE- A TREND IN RECENT 
YEARS IN WHICH I PERSONALLY TAKE GREAT PRIDE. 
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HOW ABOUT THE NATIONAL SUCCESSES AMONG SEVERAL OF OUR 
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS AND NUMEROUS INDIVIDUAL FACULTY AND STAFF! JOE 
SURV ANT WAS NAMED POET LAUREATE OF KENTUCKY ERIKA BRADY WAS 
NAMED AS THE OUTSTANDING FACULTY MEMBER IN ALL OF HIGHER 
EDUCATION IN KENTUCKY TERRY WILCUTT WAS NAMED TH E OUTSTANDING 
ALUMNUS AMONG OUR KENTUCKY COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES. ONCE 
AGAIN, JOURNALISM AND BROADCASTING, THE COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD, AND 
CIVIL ENGINEERING EARNED NATIONAL HONORS PROVING THAT WE ARE 
CAPABLE OF ACHIEVING NATIONAL PROMINENCE ACROSS THIS CAMPUS. BUT 
HOW ABOUT OUR FORENSICS TEAM! IT BEARS REPEATING. FOR THE FIRST TIME 
IN THE HISTORY OF INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATE, ONE UNIVERSITY WON ALL 
THREE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS AND THE INTERNATIONAL FORENSICS 
ASSOCIATION CHAMPIONSHIP IN THE SAME YEAR. WESTERN KENTUCKY 
UNIVERSITY SWEPT ALL NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL HONORS AND, OF THE 
36 STUDENTS IN OUR FORENSICS PROGRAM, ONLY TWO WERE SENIORS . OF ALL 
THE SUCCESSES TH IS UNIVERSITY HAS ENJOYED, ACADEMICALLY AND 
ATHLETICALLY, OVER THE YEARS, THIS, IN MY OPINION, TOPS THEM ALL. IT 
SETS A STANDARD FOR ALL OF US FOR MANY YEARS TO COME. OUR ATHLETICS 
PROGRAM HAD A PRETTY GOOD YEAR AS WELL WITH SIX CONFERENCE 
CHAMPIONSHIPS, A CONFERENCE ALL-SPORTS TROPHY, A NATIONAL I-AA 
FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP, AND NEARLY HALF OF OUR STUDENT ATHLETES 
EARNED A 3.0 GRADE POINT AVERAGE OR BETTER. 
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AND WHAT CAN I SAY ABOUT YOUR WORK IN SPONSORED RESEARCH 
EXCEPT CONGRATULATIONS AND KEEP IT GOING. WITH PHIL MYERS AND HIS 
STAFF ORCHESTRATING YOUR EFFORTS, YOU, THE FACULTY AND STAFF 
SUBMITTED 328 PROPOSALS TOTALING NEARLY $70 MILLION IN PROPOSED 
SPONSORED SUPPORT. OF THOSE, 284 AWARDS WERE SUCCESSFUL. YOU 
BROUGHT IN $29,786,235 IN NEW GRANTS AND CONTRACTS THIS PAST YEAR. 
FOLKS, I'M IMPRESSED. THIS IS A STATISTICAL MEASURE IN WHICH WE ARE 
LEADING OUR BENCHMARKS AND CREATING CONSIDERABLE DISTANCE FROM 
MOST COMPREHENSIVE UNIVERSITIES. THAT'S WHAT I'M TALKING ABOUT 
WHEN I SAY IT'S TIME WE STARTED EXPRESSING OUR RESOLVE TO SUSTAIN OUR 
POSITION AS THE BEST COMPREHENSlYE UNIVERSITY IN KENTUCKY AND 
AMONG THE BEST IN THE NATION. 
AS COMPREHENSlYE UNIVERSITIES GO, WE HAVE BUILT A REMARKABLE 
TRACK RECORD IN PRlY ATE FUND RAISING, IN SPONSORED SUPPORT, IN 
NATIONAL ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT, IN NATIONAL SUCCESS FOR OUR 
STUDENTS, AND IN ATHLETICS. LET'S ALL GIVE EACH OTHER AND THIS 
UNIVERSITY A ROUND OF APPLAUSE FOR ONE HECK OF A YEAR. I SAY THANK 
YOU AND CONGRATULATIONS! 
AS WE APPLAUD OUR SUCCESS, LET ME ENCOURAGE ALL OF US TO FOCUS 
ON THE REAL SIGNIFICANCE OF SUCCESS- THE VALUE IT BRINGS TO PEOPLE. 
GROWING RESEARCH SUPPORT, GROWING ENROLLMENT, GROWING PRIVATE 
SUPPORT, PHYSICAL PLANT IMPROVEMENTS, CHAMPIONSHIPS, NEW ACADEMIC 
PROGRAMS, NATIONAL AWARDS ARE IMPORTANT MEASURES OF PROGRESS, 
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BUT THESE ARE NOT OF OPTIMUM IMPACT UNLESS THEY SIGNIFICANTLY 
AFFECT PEOPLE. IT IS NOT THE TRAPPINGS OF SUCCESS THAT MOTIVATE US, 
RATHER THE DIFFERENCE IT MAKES IN THE LIVES OF PEOPLE IN AND NEAR THIS 
UJ'.HVERSITY FAMILY: PROFESSORSHIPS AND SCHOLARSHIPS FOR PEOPLE; 
DIVERSITY IN GROWTH; ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, JOBS, AND SOLVED 
PROBLEMS; LEADERSHIP AND CHARACTER BUILDING. THESE ARE THE 
OUTCOMES THAT OUR SUCCESS SHOULD ENSURE. 
TH E SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS PAST YEAR, HOWEVER, IS NOT ONLY DEFINED 
BY ACHIEVEMENTS AND CELEBRATlON. WE LOST 15 FACULTY, STAFF, AND 
STUDENTS THIS PAST YEAR. THERE WERE AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS, THERE 
WAS ILLNESS, THERE WERE SUICIDES-ONE AMO G OUR STUDENTS, ONE 
AMONG OUR FACULTY, AND ONE AMONG OUR STAFF- AND THERE WAS A 
HOMICIDE IN ONE OF OUR RESIDENCE HALLS. PERHAPS LIKE NEVER BEFORE, 
THIS UNIVERS ITY FAMILY NEEDED THE COMPASSION, THE SYMPATHY, AND THE 
EMBRACEMENT THAT ONLY A FAMILY CAN PROVIDE. AS WE PASS 20,000 
STUDENTS AND EMPLOYEES IN THIS UNIVERS ITY COMMUNITY, IT IS INEVITABLE 
THAT WE WILL EXPERIENCE THE RANGE OF EMOTIONS- EXH ILARATlON OF 
ACHIEVEMENT THAT THE TALENT AMONG US IS SURE TO BRING, AND THE PAIN 
OF LOSS THAT THE REALITIES OF LIFE AND DEATH ARE SURE TO BRING. AS 
BUSY AND COMPLEX AS OUR LIVES HAVE BECOME, LET US NEVER FAlL TO TAKE 
THE TIME TO BE A FAMILY AND TO EMBRACE THOSE IN NEED AMONG US. 
AS WE ENDED THE FISCAL YEAR, YOU MA Y HAVE READ ABOUT A CAMPUS 
SAFETY TASK FORCE WHICH I APPOINTED IN THE AFTERMATH OF THE HOMICIDE 
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THAT OCCURRED IN POLAND HALL. THE TRAGIC MURDER OF ONE OF OUR 
STUDE TS LAST SPRING SENT SHOCK WAVES THROUGH THIS CAMPUS. WITHIN 
NINE DAYS, HOWEVER, A MULTI-AGENCY INVESTIGATIVE TEAM HEADED BY 
CHIEF ROBERT DEANE AND THE WKU POLICE DEPARTMENT, IDENTIFIED AND 
APPREHENDED TWO SUSPECTS. THE COMMONWEALTH ATTORNEY'S OFFICE IS 
PURSUING THErR PROSECUTION. LET US NOT LET THAT TRAGIC DEATH FAIL TO 
AFFECT OUR BEHA VIOR. I'M GOING TO MAKE A SPECIAL POINT TO PREVAIL 
UPON ALL OF OUR STUDENTS, PARTICULARLY OUR NEW FRESHMEN, THAT THEY 
MUST MAKE GOOD DECISIONS, THAT THEY LOOK AFTER EACH OTHER, AND BE 
COGNIZANT OF THE DANGERS THAT EXIST IN OUR SOCIETY WHEN YOU GET 
AWA Y FROM OUR CAMPUS AND THE DANGERS OF BRINGING UNDESrRABLE 
ELEMENTS IN OUR SOCIETY ON TO OUR CAMPUS. THE CAMPUS SAFETY TASK 
FORCE, MADE UP MOSTLY OF PARENTS, STUDENTS, THE BOWLING GREEN 
POLICE CHIEF AND ASSISTANT FrRE DEPARTMENT CHIEF, MEMBERS OF OUR 
HOUS ING AND RESIDENCE LIFE STAFF, AND OTHER MEMBERS OF OUR CAMPUS 
COMMUNITY, MADE IMPORTANT RECOMMENDATIONS. WE WILL HEED THESE 
RECOMMENDATIONS WHILE WE AWAIT THE OUTCOME OF THE JUDICIAL 
PROCESS. 
I WANT TO PERSONALLY THANK MEMB ERS OF THIS TASK FORCE, 
DIRECTED BY MIKE LITTELL, CHArR OF OUR WKU PARENTS COUNCIL, FOR THErR 
WORK IN BOTH AFFIRMING THINGS WE ARE DOING WELL AND SUGGESTING 
WAYS THAT WE MIGHT BE EVEN MORE DILIGENT IN ENSURING THAT WE HAVE 
THE SAFEST POSSIDLE ENVIRONMENT FOR FACULTY, STAFF, AND STUDENTS. 
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THEIR FINDINGS CAN BE FOUND ON OUR WEBSITE OR COPIES ARE AVAILABLE 
THROUGH THE UNIVERSITY RELATIONS OFFICE. 
LET US USE THE EVENTS OF THIS PAST YEAR, THE PLEASANT AND THE 
DIFFICULT, TO DEDICATE OURSELVES TO THE NEW ACADEMIC YEAR WHICH 
BEGINS THIS WEEK. 
DIVERSITY, AFFIRMATIVE ACTION, AND ACCESSIBILITY 
WE MUST CONTINUE TO ENHANCE OUR WORKFORCE DIVERS ITY I AM 
GOING TO TRACK WITH A NEW EMPLOYMENT DIVERSITY REPORT, AT LEAST A 
NEW REPORT FOR MY ATTENTION, WHICH I HAVE ASKED HUDA MELKYTO 
PROVIDE ON A QUARTERLY BASIS. WE WILL TRACK EVERY APPOINTME T 
ACROSS OUR ADMINISTRATIVE AND ACADEMIC UNITS, AND TRACK THE TOTAL 
JOBS FILLED BY MALES, FEMALES, AND MINORITIES. WHILE WE HAVE MADE 
DIVERSITY PROGRESS IN RECENT YEARS, I WANT TO ENSURE THAT WE ARE 
CREATING A DIVERSE AND TALENTED WORKFORCE, THAT, AT EVERY 
OPPORTUNITY, WE SEEK TO UPGRADE OUR TALENT AND DIVERSIFY TO THE 
EXTENT POSSIBLE. FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO MAY NOT BE AWARE, I MADE THE 
SUBTLE MOVE THIS PAST YEAR OF HAVING THE OFFICE OF EQUAL 
OPPORTUNITY AND COMPLIANCE REPORT DIRECTLY TO ME. I MEET WITH HUDA 
MELKY NOW ON A REGULAR BASIS TO TRACK OUR PROGRESS IN THESE 
IMPORT ANT MATTERS. 
WE ALL READ MUCH OVER THE SUMMER ABOUT THE SUPREME COURT 
DECISION ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN RESPONSE TO THE UNIVERSITY OF 
MICHIGAN CASES. IN ALL OF MY READING IN THIS REGARD, I TRIED TO FOCUS 
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ON THE DEGREE TO WHICH THIS DECISION AFFECTED WESTERN AND WHAT WE 
ARE ABOUT IN THIS UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY. CLEARLY, DIV ERSITY IS A 
PRIORITY 0 THIS CAMPUS. I'VE MADE MY POSITION QUITE CLEAR FOR THE 
PAST SIX YEARS. WE MUST GROW OUR AFRICAN AMERICAN AND 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT POPULATIONS IN A PROGRESSIVE AND CONSISTENT 
MANNER. WE MUST DO SO TO ENSURE A RICH EXPERIENCE FOR OUR STUDENTS 
AND FOR OURSELVES, AND WE MUST DO SO IN ORDER TO BE RESPONSIBLE 
PRODUCERS OF TALENT FOR BUSINESS, INDUSTRY, AND PUBLIC SECTOR JOBS. 
ROD GILLUM, VICE PRESIDENT FOR CORPORATE RELATIONS WITH GENERAL 
MOTORS, SUCCINCTLY CLARIFIES THE AUTOMAKERS POSITION THAT 
"DIVERSITY OF BACKGROUND, THOUGHT, AND EXPERIENCE IS ESSENTIAL TO 
THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS. EFFORTS BY UNIVERSITIES TO CREATE A DIVERSE 
STUDENT BODY FROM WHICH CORPORATIONS CAN RECRUIT SHOULD BE 
SUPPORTED." CLEARLY, THE UNTVERSITY IS THE KEY TO PROVIDING A DIVERSE 
WORKFORCE, PARTICULARLY AT THE MID-MANAGEMENT AND SENIOR LEVELS. 
AND NOW THE COURTS HAVE AFFIRMED THAT RECRU ITMENT AT COLLEGES 
AND UNIVERSITIES CANNOT BE ABOUT QUOTAS AND MUST BE ABOUT THE 
INTENT TO DIVERSIFY 
TH IS IS OF INTEREST TO US ALL, BUT IT REALLY HAS LITTLE IMPACT ON 
WESTERN. THE COURT'S DECISION HAS A FAR GREATER IMPACT ON THE 10 
PERCENT OR SO OF AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES WHICH ENGAGE IN 
HIGHLY-SELECTED ADM ISSIONS PRACTICE. THE REALITY IS AFFIRMATIVE 
ACTION, AS DEFINED AS ACCESS AND OPPORTUNITY, IS PRACTICED 
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THROUGHOUT MOST OF AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION WITH LITTLE OR NO 
REGARD TO EITHER HISTORIC OR RECENT COURT ACTIO S BECAUSE THEY 
SIMPLY WERE NOT RELEVANT AT MOST COLLEGES. THE CONTENTION THAT 
THE OUTCOME OF THE MICHIGAN CASE WOULD DRAMATICALLY AFFECT THE 
FACE OF HIGHER EDUCATION OVERLOOKS THE HISTORIC ROUTE TO 
OPPORTUNITY THAT MOST COLLEGES, COLLEGES LIKE WESTERN, HAVE LONG 
PROVIDED. WESTERN'S AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDENT POPULATION HAS 
INCREASED FROM APPROXIMA TEL Y 5% TO APPROXIMATELY 10% OF OUR 
STUDENT BODY SINCE OUR STRATEGIC PLAN WAS IN ITIATED IN 1998, AND OUR 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT POPULATION HAS GROWN FROM APPROXIMATELY 
200 TO 500 OVER THE SAME PERIOD OF TIME. WE'RE DOING A GOOD JOB OF 
DIVERSIFYING OUR STUDENT BODY, AND WE MUST CONTINUE. WE ARE DOING 
SO WITH SOLlD RECRUITING PRACTICES AIMED AT INNER-CITY SCHOOLS IN 
LOUISVILLE, NASHVILLE, MEMPHIS, ST. LOUIS, INDIANAPOLIS, AND CINCINNATI. 
WORD-Of-MOUTH RECRUITMENT IN THE INTERNATIONAL COMMLlNITY IS 
PAYING OFF AS WELL. 
CLARITY FOR ME WAS ACHIEVED IN A CONVERSATION I HAD WITH DR. 
KERM IT L. HALL, PRESlDENT OF UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY UTAH STATE IS ONE 
OF THE NEW MEMBER INSTITUTIONS IN OUR SUN BELT ATHLETIC CONFERENCE. 
ONE OF THE VALUES OF AN ATHLETIC CONFERENCE IS THE OPPORTUNITY TO 
INTERACT WITH PEER INSTITUTIONS ON MATTERS WHICH GO WAY BEYOND 
ATHLETIC COMPETITION. SUCH WAS THE CASE WHEN I SPENT SOME TIME WITH 
KERMIT AT THE SUN BELT CONFERENCE SPRING MEETINGS LAST MAY KERMIT 
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FURTHER CLARIFIED THE PERSPECTIVE WE SHARED IN A POINT-OF-VIEW 
ARTICLE HE WROTE IN JUNE 20 CHRONfCLE OF HIGHER EDUCATfON. SOME 
POINTS KERMIT MADE THAT ARE PERTINENT TO OUR WORK AT WESTERN 
INCLUDE HIS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT THAT "WE DO NOT NOW AND NEVER WILL 
HAVE TO DEPEND ALONE ON A HAND FULL OF HIGHLY SELECTIVE 
INSTITUTIONS TO PRODUCE OUR FUTURE LEADERS." 
WESTERN KENTUCKY HAS HISTORICALL Y OPERATED WITH AN OPEN 
ADMISSIONS POLICY WE MAY BE IN THE PROCESS OF BECOMING MORE 
MODESTLY SELECTIVE OVER THE NEXT FEW YEARS BUT THAT WILL BE DRIVEN 
BY FINANCIAL VARIABLES AND WILL NOT AFFECT OUR RECRUITMENT OF A 
DIVERSE STUDENT POPULATION. GENE MATTHEWS OF THE WASHINGTON POST 
WROTE THAT "LESS SELECTIVE COLLEGES OFTEN DO·A BETTER JOB THAN 
HIGHLY SELECTIVE INSTITUTIONS IN PREPARING LESS CONFIDENT STUDENTS 
FOR LIFE. THE ACADEMIC COMPETITION TENDS TO BE FRIENDLIER AND THE 
TEACHING IS BETTER." MR. MATTHEWS' ASSERTION DESCRIBES OUR 
ENVIRONMENT AT WESTERN WELL. 
IT IS IRONIC TO ME THAT AT THE SAME TIME THAT THE SUPREME COURT 
HAS PONDERED THE FATE OF RACE-BASED ADMISSIONS POLICIES, BUDGET 
SHORTFALLS HAVE PROMPTED MANY STATES TO SLASH SPENDING ON 
FINANCIAL AID FORCING INSTITUTIONS TO RAISE TUITION AND FEES TO MAKE 
ENDS MEET AND HAVE ANY HOPE OF SUSTAINING ACADEMIC QUALITY THE 
SINGLE GREATEST BARRIER TO ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION FOR MOST 
STUDENTS, BUT PARTICULARLY FOR MINORITY STUDENTS, IS NOT ADMISSIONS 
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POLICY, RATHER IT IS THE FINANCIAL CONSTRAINTS WHICH ARE FORCING 
MANY PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS- SELECTIVE OR NOT-TO LfMIT UNFUNDED 
ENROLLMENT GROWTH. FOR THOSE OF US IN PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION, 
MOST OF THE RESOURCES NEEDED TO EDUCATE A STUDENT ARE GOING TO 
HAVE TO CONTINUE TO COME PRINCIPALLY FROM THE STATE. MOST STATES, 
HOWEVER, ARE NOW, IN GROWING NUMBERS, ABANDONING THE SOCIAL 
CONTRACT THEY FORGED WITH HIGHER EDUCATION- A CONTRACT WHICH 
SUGGESTS THAT COLLEGES KEEP TUITION AT A LEVEL THAT ENCOURAGES 
ACCESS, AND IN RETURN THE STATE PROVIDES SUBSIDIES TO THE CAMPUS AND 
FINANCIAL AID TO STUDENTS. BUT TOUGH ECONOMIC TlMES ARE FORCING 
POLICY CHOICES THAT !NY ARIABLY WORK AGAINST OUR COLLEGES AND 
UNIVERSITIES. THE SINGLE MOST lMPORTANT ACTION THAT FEDERAL AND 
STATE GOVERNMENTS CAN TAKE IS TO PROVIDE FUNDING TO ENSURE BOTH 
ACCESS AND QUALITY AND TO ENSURE SUFFICIENT FINANCIAL AID FOR 
STUDENTS FROM LOW AND MODERATE-INCOME FAMILIES. BETTER FINANCIAL 
SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS IN NEED AND FOR OUR FACULTY, WHO ARE WORKING 
EACH DAY TO PROVIDE THE EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR OUR 
STUDENTS, IS WHAT WILL MAKE THE DIFFERENCE ON THIS AND MOST OTHER 
PUBLIC CAMPUSES. 
BUDGET REALITY 
ECONOM IC REALITY IN KENTUCKY IS NOT ENCOURAGING FOR THIS YEAR 
AND PERHAPS THE NEXT TWO YEARS. I WAS IN BUDGET HEARINGS IN 
FRANKFORT LAST WEEK. WE MUST PLAN ON A BUDGET CUT BEFORE THIS 
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FISCAL YEAR IS OVER. WE ARE TO FIGHT LIKE NEVER BEFORE TO HOLD ONTO 
WHAT WE HAVE FOR NEXT YEAR. THE POLITICAL DYNAMICS IN KENTUCKY DO 
NOT BODE WELL FOR NEW REVENUES. THE COST- AND VALUE-OF A WESTERN 
EDUCATION IS GOING TO INCREASE THIS YEAR. WE WILL HAVE NO OTHER 
CHOICE. I HAVE TOLD ANN MEAD, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, TO ONCE AGAIN 
FREEZE NEW UNBUDGETED REVENUE FROM ENROLLMENT GROWTH THIS FALL 
AND HOLD IN RESERVE FORAN ANTICIPATED STATE BUDGET CUT. IALSO 
ALERTED THE BOARD OF REGENTS LAST FRIDAY THAT WE ARE AT A 
CROSSROAD WITH ACADEMIC QUALITY UNFUNDED ENROLLMENT GROWTH 
HAS COST US DEARLY WE HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO FILL THE FACULTY 
POSITIONS NEEDED TO KEEP PACE WITH OUR GROWTH. OUR FACULTY-STUDENT 
RATIO HAS GROWN TOO HIGH. DEPARTMENTAL OPERATING BUDGETS HAVE 
NOT GROWN IN YEARS. 
WE HAVE BEEN CREATIVE IN FINDING WAYS TO BUILD NEW BUILDINGS 
AND RENOVATE RESIDENCE HALLS AND OTHER DETERIORATED BUILDINGS. I 
BELIEVE EVERYONE HERE KNOWS THAT WE CANNOT USE MONEY RESTRICTED 
BY THE STATE OR A DONOR FOR TH ESE PURPOSES TO INVEST IN ACADEMIC 
QUALITY BUT IT IS ACADEMICS' TURN. I WILL BE AGGRESSIVE THIS YEAR 
WITH THE BOARD TO FIND A WAY TO INVEST IN ACADEMIC QUALITY AND 




AS MOST OF YOU KNOW, WESTERN IS MOVING TOWARD A SOUTHERN 
ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS ACCREDITATION AND 
REAFFIRMATION PROCESS THAT WILL CULMINATE IN 2005. THIS IS A 
SIGNIFICANT AND CONSUMING PROCESS IN THE LIFE OF ANY UNIVERSITY IT IS 
A PROCESS WE WILL TAKE SERIOUSLY AND UTILIZE TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY 
OF ACADEMIC AND STUDENT LIFE EXPERIENCE THROUGHOUT THE CAMPUS. 
TH E WESTERN EXPERIENCE IN MANY WAYS HAS SUBTLE AND NOT SO SUBTLE 
DIFFERENCES WHEN COMPARED WITH THE EXPERIENCE TO BE GAINED ON 
MANY OTHER CAMPUSES. THE GOAL OF THE SACS TEAM LED BY RETIA POE 
AND DENN IS GEORGE HAS THUS FAR BEEN TO ZERO IN ON THE THEME THAT WE 
WILL FOLLOW IN OUR ACCREDITATION PROCESS AND USE THAT THEME AS A 
WAY TO ENSURE THAT THE WESTERN EXPERIENCE IS INDEED AS RICH AND AS 
MEANINGFUL FOR OUR STUDENTS AS WE CAN MAKE IT. OUR CAMPUS 
ACCREDITATION TEAM HAS SELECTED THE THEME OF "ENGAGING STUDENTS 
FOR SUCCESS IN A GLOBAL SOCIETY " IN SHORT, IT WILL BE OUR INTENT OVER 
THE NEXT FEW YEARS TO INCORPORATE INTO OUR CURRICULUM FORMAL AND 
INFORMAL WAYS IN WHICH OUR STUDENTS UNDERSTAND THE SIGNIFICANCE 
OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY I APPLAUD THIS 
INITIATIVE. IT IS NOT THE INTE T OF THOSE LEADING THE EFFORT TO ADD TO 
ANYONE'S WORKLOAD; RATHER IT IS TO TRY TO RAISE CO SCIOUSNESS OF 
BROADER EDUCATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES. 
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ALBERT SWITZER, THE GERMAN PHILOSOPHER AND PHYSICIAN, ONCE 
SAID "YOU MUST GIVE SOME TIME TO YOUR FELLOW MAN EVEN IF IT IS A 
LITTLE THlNG. DO SOMETHING FOR OTHERS, SOMETHING FOR WHICH YOU WILL 
GET NO PAY BUT THE PRlVILEGE OF DOING IT." THERE HAS BEEN A GROUND 
SWELL OF INTEREST IN RETURNING HIGHER EDUCATION TO lTS BROADER 
PUBLIC MISS ION, WHICH INCLUDES PREPARATION OF STUDENTS FOR 
RESPONSIBLE ClTlZENSHIP. MOST CAMPUSES, HOWEVER, HAVE FOCUSED THEIR 
EFFORTS ON PARTICULAR PROGRAMS OR ACTIVITiES THAT MA Y NOT AFFECT 
THE MAJORITY OF UNDERGRADUATES. INSTITUTIONS, HERETOFORE, HAVE 
TYPICALLY NOT CENTRALLY COORDINATED EFFORTS IN THIS REGARD. 
WE SHOULD ALL BE CONCERNED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
PERSON AS AN ACCOUNTABLE INDIVIDUAL AND AN ENGAGED PARTICIPANT IN 
OUR SOCIETY AT THE LOCAL, STATE, NATIONAL, AND GLOBAL LEVELS. 
RESPONSIBILITY INCLUDES VIEWING ONESELF AS A MEMBER OF A SHARED, 
SOCIAL STRUCTURE. VIRTUES SUCH AS HONESTY, TRUSTWORTHINESS, 
FAIRNESS, AND RESPECT CONTRIBUTE TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF PERSONAL 
INTEGRITY SOME INSTITUTIONS SEEK TO ENHANCE A SENSE OF SOCIAL 
CONCERN AMONG THE STUDENTS THROUGH COURSE WORK THAT FOCUSES ON 
IMPORTANT SOCIAL OR MORAL ISSUES WHILE OTHERS USE PROGRAMS OF 
COMMUNlTY SERVICE AND SERVICE LEARNlNG. 
OUR STUDENTS NEED TO UNDERSTAND HOW A COMMUNITY OPERATES, 
THE PROBLEMS IT FACES, THE RICHNESS OF DIVERS ITY, AND BE WIL LING TO 
COMMIT TIME AND ENERGY TO ENHANCE COMMUNITY LIFE AND WORK 
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COLLECTIVELY TO RESOLVE COMMUNITY CONCERNS. COLLEGES AND 
UNIVERSITIES SHOULD BE TRYING TO PROMOTE CIVIC RESPONSIB ILITY 
THROUGH BOTH CURRlCULAR AND CO-CURRlCULAR PROGRAMS. BECAUSE 
CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY IS INESCAPABLY THREADED WITH MORAL VALUES, 
HIGHER EDUCATION MUST ASPIRE TO FOSTER BOTH MORAL AND CIVIC 
MATURITY AND MUST CREATE EDUCATIONAL LINKS BETWEEN THEM. 
TOM EHRLICH, FORMER PRESIDENT OF INDIANA UN IVERS ITY AND A 
SENIOR SCHOLAR AT THE CARNEGlE FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF 
TEACHING, SUGGESTS THE CORE OF THIS ISSUE: "CIVIC ENGAGEMENT MEANS 
WORKING TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN TH E CIV IC LIFE OF OUR COMMUNITY AND 
DEVELOPING A COMBINATION OF KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, VALUES, AND 
MOTIVATION TO MAKE THAT DIFFERENCE. IT MEANS PROMOTING THE QUALITY 
OF LIFE IN THE COMMUNITY IN BOTH POLITICAL AND NON-POLITICAL THEMES." 
DR. EHRLICH'S CONTENTION IS THAT "UNIVERSITIES SHOULD INCORPORATE 
CIVIC VIRTUES INTO ITS TEACHING AND SEEK TO BECOME GOOD MODELS OF AN 
ENGAGED CAMPUS." BUT IT IS A DIFFICULT CHALLENGE. 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF STUDENTS' MORAL AND CIVIC RESPONSIBILITIES 
WILL BE MORE DIFFrCULT TODAY THAN EVER BEFORE. A HIGH PERCENTAGE OF 
OUR STUDENTS ARE COMMUTER STUDENTS. MANY DO NOT COME TO THIS 
CAMPUS DIRECTLY FROM HIGH SCHOOL. MANY DO NOT VIEW THEMSELVES AS 
MEMBERS OF A COMMUNITY OF LEARNERS, RATHER, AS CONSUMERS WHO SEEK 
TO GET WHAT THEY WANT AS RAPIDLY, AS EASILY, AND AS CHEAP LY AS 
POSSIBLE. AT THE SAME TIME, MANY OF OUR UNDERGRADUATE COURSES ARE 
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TAUGHT BY ADJUNCT FACULTY WHO OFTEN FIND IT DIFFICULT TO DEVELOP 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH THEIR STUDENTS OR INFLUENCE THEM OUTSIDE THE 
CLASSROOM. THIS IS WHY IT IS SO IMPORTANT THAT YOU AS FACULTY AND 
STAFF VIEW YOURSELVES AS MEMBERS OF THIS ACADEMIC COMMUNITY, AND 
THAT YOUR LOYALTIES TO THE MISSION AND GOALS OF THIS UNIVERSITY 
BECOME AS IMPORTANT AS THE STRONG LOYALTIES YOU FEEL TO YOUR 
DISCIPLINE. 
IT IS NOT MY INTENTION HERE TODAY TO SIMPLIFY OR SOUND 
PHILOSOPHICAL OR ESOTERIC. I DO, HOWEVER, SEEK THESE VIRTUES IN OUR 
STUDENTS AND GRADUATES. I AM ASKING PROVOST BURCH AND VICE 
PRESIDENT TICE AND OUR DEANS TO WORK CLOSELY WlTH OUR 
ACCREDITATION COMMITTEE TO USE THE SACS AFFIRMATION PROCESS AS A 
MEANS TO INCORPORATE THESE VALUES INTO THE WESTERN EXPERIENCE. IT IS 
MY HOPE THAT OUR EXTRACURRICULAR PROGRAMS AND OUR RESIDENCE HALL 
LIFE INCLUDE A RICH BLEND OF MORAL AND CIVIC RESPONSffiILlTY IN EACH 
STUDENT'S LIFE. THESE CONCEPTS ARE IN THE PROCESS OF BECOMING 
EXPLICIT CAMPUS GOALS. 
TWO SPECIFIC PROJECTS THAT YOU WILL BE HEARING MORE ABOUT 
INCLUDE THE AMERICAN DEMOCRACY PROJECT WHICH IS BEING ADVANCED BY 
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, OF 
WHICH WESTERN IS AN ACTIVE MEMBER, AND THE AMERICAN HUMANICS 
PROGRAM WHICH WE ARE INITIATING ON OUR CAMPUS. 
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THE AMERICAN DEMOCRACY PROJECT IS A MULTI-CAMPUS INITIATIVE 
THAT SEEKS TO CREATE AN INTELLECTUAL AND EXPERJENTIAL 
UNDERSTANDING OF CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES IN THE 21 sT 
CENTURY IT IS AIMED AT UNDERGRADUATES, ENROLLED IN MORE THAN 430 
AASCU INSTITUTIONS WHICH REPRESENT MORE THAN 1.3 MILLION STUDENTS. 
THE PROJECT, WHICH INCLUDES 146 PARTICIPATING lNSTITUTIONS, IS IN 
RESPONSE TO DECREASING RATES OF PARTICIPATION IN CIVIC LIFE IN AMERICA, 
IN VOTING, IN ADVOCACY, IN VOLUNTEERISM IN LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS, AND IN 
OTHER FORMS OF CIVIC ENGAGEMENT THAT ARE NECESSARY FOR THE 
VlT ALITY OF OUR DEMOCRACY 
THE GOALS, THEREFORE, OF THE AMERICAN DEMOCRACY PROJECT ARE 
TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS WHO UNDERSTAND 
AND ARE COMMITTED TO ENGAGING IN MEANINGFUL CIVIC ACTIONS AND TO 
FOCUS ON THE CIVIC VALUE OF THE COLLEGE EXPERIENCE. THIS WILL REQUIRE 
US TO EXAMINE OUR ACADEMIC PROGRAMS, OUR EXTRACURRlCULAR 
PROGRAMS, AND OUR INSTITUTIONAL CULTURE. IT WILL CAUSE US TO 
FURTHER DEFINE THE WESTERN EXPERJENCE. SPECfFICALL Y, THE AMERICAN 
DEMOCRACY PROJECT SEEKS TO CREATE A NATIONAL CONVERSATION AMONG 
CAMPUSES ABOUT THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF CIVIC ENGAGEMENT; TO 
DEVELOP INSTITUTIONAL COMMITMENT IN ADDRESSING OUR CORE 
INSTITUTIONAL MISSION AND PURPOSE AND FOCUSING ON CIVIC ENGAGEMENT 
AS A LEARNING OUTCOME FOR UNDERGRADUATES; TO INITIATE NEW PROJECTS, 
COURSES, TEACHING STRATEGIES, EXTRACURRICULAR PROGRAMS, AND OTHER 
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PROGRAMS; AND TO MEASURE THE CNIC ENGAGEMENT OUTCOMES OF 
UNDERGRADUATES ON PARTICIPATING CAMPUSES. 
THIS PROJECT IS BEING SUPPORTED BY A PARTNERSHIP WITH THE NEW 
YORK TIMES. WE WILL USE ITS RESOURCES TO LINK GEOGRAPHICALLY DISTANT 
CAMPUSES TOGETHER IN A NATIONAL CONVERSATION. I AM PLEASED TO SAY 
THAT BARBARA BURCH IS AMONG 18 ACADEMIC OFFICERS ACROSS THE NATION 
WHO HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN DEVELOPING THE AMERlCAN DEMOCRACY 
PROJECT. 
THE SECOND STEP WE ARE IN THE PROCESS OF TAKING INVOLVES A 
DECISION TO BECOME PART OF THE AMERICAN HUMANICS PROGRAM. BEFORE 
JOHN BONAGURO BEGAN HIS DUTIES AS THE DEAN OF OUR NEW COLLEGE OF 
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, I ASKED HIM TO ATTEND A MEETING THIS 
SUMMER WITH UNIVERSITIES CURRENTLY ENGAGED IN THE AMERICAN 
HUMANICS PROGRAM. AMERICAN HUMANICS IS A CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 
WHICH PROVIDES CREDENTIALING FOR STUDENTS WHO SEEK TO WORK IN THE 
NOT-FOR-PROFIT SECTOR. WESTERN STUDENTS FROM NUMEROUS DISCIPLINES 
WILL BE ABLE TO TAKE A SERIES OF COURSES LEADING TO AMERlCAN 
HUMANICS CERTIFICATION DURING THEIR UNDERGRADUATE CAREERS. THE 
PROGRAM WILL PREPARE THEM FOR LEADERSHIP RESPONSIBILITIES WITH SUCH 
AGENCIES AS THE UNITED WAY, THE PEACE CORPS, AMERlCAN HEART 
ASSOCIATION, AMERlCAN CANCER SOCIETY, BOY SCOUTS, GIRL SCOUTS, AND 
ANY NUMBER OF OTHER NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS. WE WILL BE ONE OF 
ONLY TWO UNIVERSITIES IN KENTUCKY TO OFFER SUCH CERTIFICATION. DR. 
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BONAGURO WILL LEAD THE INITIATION OF THIS PROGRAM ON OUR CAMPUS 
OVER THE COMING YEAR AND ITS INITIATION HERE WILL BE SIMULTANEOUS 
WITH OUR PARTICIPATION IN THE AMERICAN DEMOCRACY PROJECT AND OUR 
SACS REAFFIRMATION PROCESS. 
CENTENNIAL 
IT IS NOT TOO EARLY TO BEGIN THINKlNG ABOUT OUR CENTENNIAL 
CELEBRATION. FOUNDED IN 1906, WESTERN WILL CELEBRATE 100 YEARS OF 
SERVICE TO THE STATE AND NATION IN THE SPRlNGOF 2006. I HAVE ASKED 
DEAN DAVID LEE TO CHAIR A CENTENNIAL COMMITTEE WITH THE SPECIFIC 
CHARGE THAT WE PLAN A CENTENNIAL THAT PROPERLY REFLECTS THE 
ACADEMY AND THE PROTOCOLS AND PAGEANTRY UNIQUE TO HIGHER 
EDUCATION IN OUR SOCIETY WE CERTAINLY WANT TO REFLECT ON OUR RICH 
HISTORY, OUR DEEP-SEATED SPlRJT, AND THE CHARACTER WHICH DEFINES THE 
WESTERN EXPERIENCE, BUT WE WANT TO DO SO IN A MANNER CONSISTENT 
AND FITTING AN ACADEMIC COMMUNITY-A COMMUNITY OF SCHOLARS AND 
LEARNERS. IT IS MY HOPE THAT WE WILL RAISE PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS UNIVERSITY IN THE LIFE OF THIS STATE. YOU'LL BE 
HEARING MORE FROM DEAN LEE'S COMMITTEE AS PLANS TAKE SHAPE OVER 
THE NEXT COUPLE OF YEARS. 
IN CLOSING, PLEASE ALLOW ME TO TAKE A MOMENT TO REITERATE TO 
YOU THE COMMITMENT I MADE TO OUR BOARD OF REGENTS LAST FALL. AS I 
COMPLETED FIVE YEARS IN THIS JOB, I FOUND MYSELF THINKING THAT I HAD 
JUST BEGUN AND THAT FIVE YEARS HAD PASSED QUICKLY I FOUND MYSELF 
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ENERGIZED BY BOTH OUR ACHIEVEMENTS AND BY THE OPPORTUNITIES AND 
CHALLENGES WHICH CONFRONT US. JULIE AND I BOTH KNOW THAT IT IS RARE 
TO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO SERVE OUR ALMA MATER IN SUCH A 
MEANINGFUL WAY NOT MANY EDUCATORS GET THE CHANCE TO BE 
PRESIDENT OF THEIR OWN UNNERSITY I AM FORTUNATE. BECAUSE THIS IS MY 
ALMA MATER, I AM EXCEEDINGLY PASSIONATE ABOUT OUR COLLECTIVE WORK 
TO IMPROV E THE QUALITY OF LIFE ON TH IS CAMPUS, THE VALUE OF THE 
WESTERN DEGREE, AND OUR CAPACITY TO ACHIEVE NAT IONAL PROMINENCE 
THROUGHOUT OUR ACADEMIC, ADMINISTRATIVE, AND ATHLETICS PROGRAMS. 
IT IS MY INTENTION TO SERVE IN THIS CAPACITY FOR MANY YEARS TO COME. I 
HAVE EVERY INTENTION OF ACHIEVING THE BOARD 'S REQUEST TO SERVE 
THROUGH 2012. I HOPE THAT AS MANY OF YOU AS POSSffiLE, WHETHER YOU'RE 
NEW TO CAMPUS OR NEARING RETIREMENT, SHARE THIS PURSUIT OF A 
TRANSFORMATION WITH ME. I WILL DO EVERYTHING IN MY POWER TO MAKE IT 
AS RICHLY A REWARDING EXPERIENCE AS I POSSffiLY CAN. I WANT EVERYONE, 
WHETHER THEY ARE AFFILIATED WITH WESTERN OR NOT, TO SWELL WITH 
PRIDE WHEN THEY CONTEMPLATE THE WIDESPREAD IMPACT OF THE FACULTY, 
STAFF, STUDENTS, AND ALUMNI WHO MAKE UP THIS UNIVERSITY FAMILY 
I READ A RECENT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PUBLICATION THAT TALKED 
ABOUT THE CORPORATE DNA. IT DESCRffiED THE UNDERLYING PHILOSOPHICAL 
GENETICS DEVELOPED OVER TIME WHICH DEFINE A COMPANY SOME 
ORGANIZATIONS, LIKE PEOPLE, HAVE DNA COMPOSITlON OF GENETIC 
STRENGTH AND VALUE. IF ONE COULD EXTRACT CORPORATE DNA, THEN ONE 
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COULD fDENTlFY WHAT CORPORATION A PERSON IS PART OF. I FIND MYSELF 
APPLYING THAT ANALOGY TO A COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY WE HAVE CAMPUS 
DNA. AT WESTERN, OUR CAMPUS DNA HAS BEEN GENETICALLY 
STRENGTHENED FOR 97 YEARS. WE ARE GOOD. WE HAVE A RARE SPIRIT. BUT, 
LIKE PEOPLE WITH GOOD GENETICS, WE CAN LET IT LIE DORMANT. WE CAN LET 
IT FADE AND NEVER REACH ITS POTENTIAL OR WE CAN DRAW ON ITTO 
ACHIEVE OUR FULL POTENTIAL. THE HEART OF OUR CAMPUS DNA IS THE 
INTELLECTUAL ENVIRONMENT OF OUR CLASSROOMS. EVERYTHING THAT WE 
AS ADMINISTRATION AND STAFF DO SHOULD BE GEARED TOWARD ENSURING 
THAT WE HA VE THE BEST POSSIDLE INTELLECTUAL ENVIRONMENT IN OUR 
CLASSROOMS, LABORATORIES, AND LIBRARIES. ALL THE BEST 
ADMIN ISTRATIVE PRACTICES, FUND-RA ISING RESULTS, STUDENT RECRUITMENT 
SUCCESSES, RESfDENCE HALL PROGRAMMING, DINING AND PARKING 
IMPROVEMENTS, ATHLETIC ACHIEVEMENTS, TECHNOLOGY INNOVATIONS, AND 
THE LIKE, MEAN LITTLE UNLESS OUR STUDENTS ARE LED TO MAKE' PERSONAL 
DISCOVERIES, WHENEVER POSSIBLE IN THE MfD ST OF OTHER STUDENTS, AND 
OUR STUDENTS LEARN TO TRUST THEIR DEVELOPING INSTINCTS AS THEY 
LEARN THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE, AND WISDOM. 
IT IS OUR COLLECTIVE JOBS, PARTICULARLY THE JOB OF OUR FACULTY IN THIS 
INFORMATION AGE, TO CREATE KNOWLEDGE AND, WITHIN THOSE IN WHOM WE 
INSTILL KNOWLEDGE, WE CREATE WISDOM. 
I CLOSE WITH A STORY ABOUT THE ASIAN FARMER WHO SOLD HIS FARM 
TO SCRAPE UP ENOUGH MONEY TO SEARCH FOR DIAMONDS AND GREAT 
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WEALTH. HIS SEARCH WAS FUTILE AND HE SOON RAN OUT OF MONEY AND 
EVENTUALLY DlED A HOMELESS PAUPER. THE FELLOW WHO BOUGHT HIS FARM 
ONE DAY DISCOVERED A DIAMOND IN A STREAM ON THE FARM, STARTED 
DIGGING, AND FOUND WHAT BECAME ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST DIAMOND 
MINES. 
OUR WEALTH IS RIGHT HERE. WE HA VE THE INTELLECTUAL STRENGTH, 
THE TALENT, THE VALUES, AND A DISTINGUISHED HISTORY TO ACHIEVE SO 
MUCH AS A UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY WE HAVE GREAT WEALTH IN THE MINDS 
AND HEARTS OF THE PEOPLE IN THIS UNIVERSITY FAMILY AND IN THE 
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES ACROSS THIS CAMPUS. THE SPIRIT DOES INDEED MAKE 
THE MASTER. WE HAVE DIAMONDS TO POLISH AND, THROUGH EACH OF YOU, 
GREAT INTELLECTUAL WEALTH TO SHARE. I' M PROUD TO BE WORKING 
ALONGSIDE YOU. LET'S HAVE A TERRIFIC YEAR. THANK YOU. 
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